Instructions for Pad Wear Plate Kit
P/N 300-5115

Notice:
Install immediately the enclosed pad wear plates (P/N's 300-5038 & 300-5039) in all IC-GT & HC-GT calipers (P/N's 120-4690, 120-4691, 120-4920, 120-4921), replacing earlier version pad wear plates. These pad wear plates reduce the possibility of brake pads dropping out when friction material is worn to the backing plate.

Installation Instructions:
Using the Torx head wrench, remove the screw that secures the pad wear plate on the inside of the caliper heat shield and slide out the existing pad wear plate. Take one of the new pad wear plates that corresponds to the mounting location of the one that was just removed, along with a new screw, and insert the plate in place while sliding the mounting tab under the heat shield. Secure in place with the new screw and tighten with the Torx head wrench. Repeat this procedure three more times on the remaining pad wear plates.